
 

MEDIA RELEASE 
 

92.7 BIG FM TAKES LISTENERS ON JOURNEY OF INDIAN CINEMA’S GOLDEN ERA WITH NEW RADIO SHOW  

‘SUHANA SAFAR WITH ANNU KAPOOR’ 
 

MARKS DEBUT OF ACTOR ANNU KAPOOR AS RJ; WILL SHOWCASE MUSICAL TRYSTS AND FORGOTTEN                  

STORIES OF THE RETRO ERA STIRRING NOSTALGIA AMONGST AUDIENCES 
 

PROGRAMMING INNOVATION - WITH MUMBAI AND DELHI STATIONS LAUNCHING THE SHOW                                  

AS PART OF MORNING DRIVE TIME 
 

‘SUHANA SAFAR WITH ANNU KAPOOR’ TO HIT AIRWAVES ACROSS 35 STATIONS STARTING 24TH JUNE, 2013 
 

Mumbai, June 12, 2013: All music-lovers who enjoy listening to songs from the Golden Era of Indian cinema have a 

brand new reason to rejoice. Addressing this growing need among listeners to reconnect with the melodious tunes 

of the years gone by, India’s No. 1 radio network, 92.7 BIG FM has announced the launch of a brand new show 

titled ‘Suhana Safar with Annu Kapoor’. The show will mark the debut of popular actor Annu Kapoor as an RJ and 

will feature him taking listeners on a magical journey of retro Indian music. In its constant endeavor to ensure high 

audience engagement and innovative programming Suhana Safar with Annu Kapoor will be introduced in the 

morning drive-time band of 10am to 12noon in Mumbai and Delhi, making it the first-time-ever that a show of this 

kind is being launched in the segment. To be aired across 35 stations of 92.7 BIG FM, ‘Suhana Safar with Annu 

Kapoor’ is all set to enthrall listeners starting 24th June, 2013.  

 

‘Suhana Safar with Annu Kapoor’ will be a special two-hour weekday show enabling listeners to experience the 

joys of listening to melodies that entertained audiences between 1955 and 1985. To be aired across the 35 stations 

in different timebands basis local listener appeal, each episode of the show will witness Annu Kapoor take listeners 

through the fascinating stories on Indian cinema interspersed with the Top 12 songs of that year. In his impeccable 

style, Annu Kapoor will reveal interesting factoids, stories and interesting trivia from the era. The show will also 

feature special celebrity episodes where Annu Kapoor will interact with celebrated artists from the era while 

providing listeners with a never-seen-before glimpse into their lives.  

 

Through a career spanning nearly 34 years, Annu Kapoor’s career includes distinctive presence across Bollywood 

cinema, television serials and music reality shows. A veteran of Indian cinema and a knowledge bank of the Golden 

Era, Annu Kapoor holds a unique charm that forms a strong connect not only with mature audiences but also the 

youth making him an ideal host for the show.  

 

Mr. Ashwin Padmanabhan, Business Head, 92.7 BIG FM said, “Hindi songs from the Golden Era of Indian Cinema 

are timeless musical pieces that hold a special place in the hearts of everyone regardless of their age. Suhana Safar 

with Annu Kapoor is our endeavour to present listeners with the perfect aural entertainment experience that takes 

them on an incredible journey of these evergreen songs peppered with the stories that make them special. Annu 

Kapoor’s credibility and knowledge of the retro period makes him our most preferred host. The unique content mix 

provides for multiple opportunities to engage listeners and marketers alike.” 

 

 

 



 

 

‘Suhana Safar with Annu Kapoor’ will be amplified on-ground through multiple activities including live shows with 

Annu Kapoor in Mumbai and Delhi. To maximize visibility and reach, the show will adopt a high-decibel 

promotional plan involving Reliance Broadcast Network’s media muscle including radio and its regional general 

entertainment channels BIG MAGIC and SPARK PUNJABI along with a blend of print and digital media options.  

 
About Reliance Broadcast Network 

Reliance Broadcast Network Limited is a media entertainment conglomerate with play across radio, television, intellectual properties and 

television production. It is part of the Reliance Group and specializes in creating and executing integrated media solutions for brands. The 

company houses the following verticals: 92.7 BIG FM - India's largest FM Network with 45 stations, reaching over four crore Indians each week; 

BIG CBS Networks - a joint venture with CBS Studios International offering English Entertainment Channels - Love, Spark and Prime (which is 

available in dual feeds of English and Hindi), as well as a regional General Entertainment Channel for the Punjab, Chandigarh, Himachal 

Pradesh (PCHP) region called Spark Punjabi; BIG RTL THRILL – a channel from the Company's joint venture with Europe's RTL Group, targeted at 

male audiences and positioned as the ultimate action destination; and BIG MAGIC – a regional General Entertainment Channel for the Hindi 

heartland featuring regional family dramas, crime shows, sitcoms, reality shows and weekend blockbuster movies. The Company has also 

launched BIG MAGIC Bihar and Jharkhand, with specially created programming for the market. BIG MAGIC has also expanded into the United 

States, Canada and Australia under the brand name BIG MAGIC International; BIG PRODUCTIONS - the television content production division 

that caters to the creative needs of the diverse Indian television landscape. Reliance Broadcast Network also distributes Bloomberg TV India, 

the country’s premier business news channel as part of its television bouquet. For more information www.reliancebroadcast.com 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Richie Mehta | Reliance Broadcast Network Limited 

09920020730 | richie.mehta@reliancebroadcast.com  
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